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The Study School 

Curriculum Policy 

(EYFS and School) 
 

Policy Statement 

The ILG Directors and staff of The Study School believe that the School should provide a rich, happy, healthy, 

and challenging learning environment, which promotes the social, physical, and moral development of the 

individual child.  

This policy has the school’s values at its heart. It:  

• places the school curriculum at the centre of the School Development Plan;  

• secures equality of access and opportunity for each pupil; 

• informs the development and deployment of staff, equipment and other resources.  

 

Rationale  

We believe it is vital for the school to have a Curriculum Policy so that activities can be designed which further 

the well-being and the personal and social development of the pupils and prepare them for the opportunities, 

responsibilities and experiences to take them into the next stage of their education and for adult life.  

The implementation of the school curriculum enables the school to raise standards, establish an entitlement 

for all pupils, establish teachers' expectations in each area of the curriculum, and promote parental and other 

carers understanding of the curriculum.  

 

Objectives  

1. To maintain an effective school curriculum informed by the school's curricular aims and principles, 
which meets legal requirements including the promotion of Fundamental British Values.  
 

2. To promote the health and wellbeing of children and of the whole school community and recognise the 
importance of teaching pupils about safeguarding.  

 
3. To give support to pupils who require it, according to a clear and appropriate rationale which promotes 

the school's aims.  
 
4. To enrich the curriculum with a programme of extra-curricular activities.  
 
5. To improve curriculum provision continuously through a process of review, monitoring by the 

curriculum leaders. 
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The Study School Curriculum 

The School acknowledges the flexibility afforded to it which enables it to design its own curriculum in a 

creative and innovative way. It takes frameworks such as the National Curriculum and 11+ examination syllabi 

as a framework to inform required topics and embeds these alongside the school's values. 

At The Study School, priority is given to the core subjects of reading, writing and mathematics. Beyond this 

we seek to provide a curriculum which is rich and experiential.  

Skills builder  

 

The Skills Builder Framework aims to develop these eight essential skills children and young people need to 

experience success in society. The Framework takes each of the eight skills and breaks them down into 

teachable and learnable nuggets – from EYFS to Year 6.  

Forest School  

At The Study School we believe that Forest School forms a very important part of a child’s holistic 

development. We aim to give all children, practitioners, and teaching staff a shared understanding of the 

ethos of Forest School, enabling all children to engage in valuable learning experiences in the natural 

environment at Green Lane Park Wood. We give all pupils the chance to explore and experience the natural 

world through practical activities using the outdoors to promote confidence, independence, risk-taking and 

self-esteem. We aim to promote positive relationships through cooperation with others, we want our 

children to be independent, self-motivated, courageous, considerate, and respectful and set them up for 

lifelong learning. 
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Big Writing 

Big Writing is a philosophy about writing which was originally devised by Ros Wilson (a former teacher and 

Ofsted Inspector). It is based on the premise that to write well children need to be able to talk. They need to 

‘have a go’. It is a way to assess children’s writing and provide targets for ‘next steps’.  

At The Study School, we ensure that Big writing happens once a week in Year 1 to Year 6, with children being 

encouraged to write at length using all the skills they have learnt. This way they will be building their writing 

stamina and experimenting with a variety of genre from reports, persuasive text and instructions to character 

descriptions, creative writing, poetry, and story writing. It has been an effective method to prepare our 

children to tackle the writing task which often makes up part of their entrance exams to Secondary Schools. 

Assessment Frameworks 

Summative 

Assessment frameworks have been developed to allow staff to monitor and analyse the success of children 

in developing their skills.  

Once a term, children are assessed in English, Maths and Science using Rising Stars. Developed by assessment 

experts, the Rising Stars Assessment Progression Frameworks break down the curriculum into individual 

statements with "what to look for" guidance to help teachers identify gaps in children's knowledge and 

understanding. Big Writing is used by teachers to assess writing skills and assessed using the Rising Stars 

framework. These assessments are followed by progress meetings held by teachers, reporting and parent 

meetings to communicate progress to our families. 

Once a year, the children will undertake Progress Test by GL Assessment. Measuring attainment in English 

and maths, these assessments are used at the end of the year to measure year-on-year progress. Our 

Reception class also take the GL Assessment tests for baselining. Reports are set against national averages 

so we can reliably compare our results with those of schools across the country. Finally, Year 4 and Year 5 

undertake GL Assessment’s CAT4 (Cognitive Ability Tests) to measure verbal, non-verbal, quantitative, and 

spatial reasoning. 

Formative 

Frequent assessment of children’s learning takes place by the class/subject teacher. We use two stars and a 

wish in Big Writing. Verbal feedback is given and teachers navigate the class to check for understanding and 

immediate guidance. Assessment for Learning techniques used by the teachers comprise of self and peer 

assessment, high and low level questioning as well as plenaries.   

Promoting Fundamental British Values 

The School is committed to providing a broad and balanced curriculum for all children which promotes their 

spiritual, moral, social, cultural, cognitive and physical development; prepares them for the opportunities, 

challenges, responsibilities and experiences of the next stage of their education and for their adult life.  

Personal, Social, Health and Moral Education & Citizenship including relationships and sex  

Within our curriculum pupils should have the opportunity to explore attitudes and values; develop personal 

skills; discuss rights and responsibilities; discuss relationships and feelings; learn about other cultures and 

nations; learn about their bodies and how to care for them; learn about personal safety and who can help 

them in the community; learn about the dangers associated with every day materials; learn that all medicines 

are drugs; but not all drugs are medicines; share their achievements with others.  

The aims and organisation are detailed in the PSHE and RSE policy. 

The promotion of Fundamental British values is also embedded in our teaching, i.e. democracy; freedom of 

expression and debate within the rule of law; individual liberty; mutual respect; tolerance.  
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Supporting the health and wellbeing of children 

“Duty to Promote Wellbeing”, The Education and Inspections Act 2006 places a requirement on schools to 

promote pupils’ wellbeing (as defined in the Children Act 2004) as well as their academic achievement. We 

are committed to promoting the health and wellbeing of children and of the whole school community, and 

fully recognise the important cyclical relationship between wellbeing and learning as fully outlined in the 

schools social, moral, spiritual, and cultural policy and personal, social, health, moral education and 

citizenship policy and schemes of work.  

At The Study School we:  

• promote a healthy, safe and caring environment for all pupils and staff; 

• provide a broad and balanced curriculum for all our pupils, which recognises and values their individual 

backgrounds and needs;  

• promote pupils’ self- esteem and emotional wellbeing and help them to form and maintain worthwhile 

and satisfying relationships, based on respect for themselves and for others, at home, school, work and 

in the community;  

• prepare our pupils to engage confidently with the challenges of adult life;  

• provide information and support to enable our pupils to make safe choices;  

• provide pupils, through an enriched curriculum, with opportunities to develop the necessary skills to 

manage their lives effectively; 

• help our pupils to learn to respect themselves and others and move safely from childhood, through 

adolescence, into adulthood; 

• create a wider awareness of religious, cultural, moral values, and respect for different ethnic groups, 

religious beliefs, and ways of life;  

• promote an inclusive ethos and a culture of mutual respect where diversity and difference are 

recognised, appreciated, and celebrated;  

• work in partnership with parents and carers, and with the wider community, to support children in all 

aspects of their wellbeing.  
 

The School uses the ‘Jigsaw’ Scheme of Work to teach PSHE lessons, and further details can be found in the 

PSHE policy. Units covered in Jigsaw repeat each year, with age-appropriate content changing within the 

same topic title. The unit titles are: Being Me in My World, Celebrating Difference, Dreams and Goals, Healthy 

Me, Relationships, Changing Me.  

 

Supporting pupils with additional needs 

 

At The Study School, we are committed to offering all pupils a broad and balanced curriculum to ensure the 

best possible progress for each child’s age and aptitudes. We use principles as detailed in the Children and 

Families Act 2014 and the SEN and Disability Code of Practice, 0-25 years 2015 (Code of Practice, 2015), the 

Special Educational Needs and Disability Act (2001) and the Equality Act (2010). 

 

The school has a clear policy regarding the identification of pupils with special educational needs, as set out 

in the Special Educational Needs Policy. If a pupil is judged to be making insufficient progress then their 

differentiated needs should be supported in class following the Quality Teaching First policy set out in the 

Code of Practice. Where a child is not making progress despite additional measures, in-class differentiated 

teaching will be supplemented by learning support. The class teacher is responsible for drawing up pupils’ 

Individual Learning Plans in consultation with the SENCO who can then arrange adequate support within a 

system of withdrawal intervention sessions.  
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Evidencing planning and preparation 

 

A variety of planning documents are drawn up by staff teaching for each subject and for each class. These 

documents are reviewed half-termly by the Head to monitor teaching and learning and to remain appraised 

on the academic content being studied each week.  

 

Planning is broken down into following documents: 
 

Long Term Planning (LTP)  

  Long Term Planning documents are produced by the teachers at the start of the year. These 

include subjects and corresponding topics of study. 

 

Medium Term Planning (MTP) 

 Medium Term Planning documents outline the structure of each topic of study. 

 

Weekly Planning 

  Weekly Plans are produced for all subjects. These documents clearly set out learning objectives, 

success criteria and highlight opportunities for a range of learning opportunities such as group work, 

independent work, discussions, role-play etc…  
 

All plans are saved onto the server (T:\SCHOOL INFO). 

 

The senior leadership team are responsible for monitoring the quality of teaching and learning in the areas 

of the curriculum.  

To develop staff confidence and competence in teaching each subject, teachers may 

• share good practice by taking part in paired teaching sessions; 

• be observed as part of the SLT Learning Walks; 

• identify individual training needs with their Line Manager;  

• attend in house and external staff development courses where appropriate.  

 

The senior leadership team will:  

• identify whole school planning needs.  

• arrange for appropriate advice and information from staff development activities and other sources to 

be disseminated and where appropriate, to be used to improve planning and subsequently turned into 

practice.  

 

 

Early Years Foundation Stage (Nursery and Reception) 

 

The Foundation Stage provides a broad range of educational experiences which forms the basis of 

future learning. The national EYFS curriculum is followed in Nursery and continues through Reception. The 

children are encouraged to learn through structured activities and play and develop their physical, 

intellectual, emotional, and social skills. The curriculum is carefully planned to provide children with a rich 

learning experience, based on their interests and experiences.  
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The seven areas of learning in the Foundation Stage are:  

• Communication and Language 

• Physical Development 

• Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

• Literacy 

• Mathematics 

• Understanding the World 

• Expressive Arts and Design  
 

Key Stage 1 & 2 

  
All classes follow the planning documents approved by the Headteacher which form part of the curriculum 

documentation. Pupils are taught predominantly by Class Teachers and they are given a strong grounding in 

the basics of the core subjects:  

o English 

o Mathematics 

o Science 

o Computing  

 
They also study: 

o Skills Builder 

o Art, Design and Technology 

o French 

o Religious Education  

o PSHE  

o Music 

o Physical Education 

o Swimming (Year 1 &2, Year 3 due to Covid)   

o Verbal and Non Verbal Reasoning (from Year 3) 
 

 Hours per week 

Subject Year 1/2 Year 3/4 Year 5/6 

English 3’20 2’30 2’30 

Big Writing 1’30 1’40 1’40 

Phonics/Handwriting/Reading 2 1 1 

Mathematics 3’30 3’30 3’30 

Forest School 3 3 3 

Skills Builder 1 1 1 

MFL (French/Spanish) 30’ 1 2 

VR/NVR  1 30’ 

RE/PSHE 50’ 50’ 50’ 

Music 1 1 1 

Art/DT/Topic 2 3 3 

PE 1 2’50 2’50 

Swimming 1   

Computing 30’ 50’ 50’ 

Assembly 1 1 1 

Golden Time 30’ 30’ 30’ 

Form Time 3’45 3’ 2’50 

Total 25’45 27’50 27’50 
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The School Day 

 

Timings of the day vary slightly for Reception and Key Stage 1/Key Stage 2 children, as outlined below; 

 

Reception  Key Stage 1  Key Stage 2 

0825 
0835 

Gates open 

 

0825 
0835 

Gates open 

 

0825 
0835 

Gates open 

0835 
Tutor time & 
Registration 

0835 
Tutor time & 
Registration 

0835 
Tutor time & 
Registration 

0900 Lessons begin 0900 Lessons begin 0900 Lessons begin 

1020 Break 1020 Break 1040 Break 

1040 Snack 1040 Snack 
1100 Lessons resume 

1055 Lessons resume 1055 Lessons resume 

1225 Lunch 1225 Lunch 1225 Lunch 

1330 Lessons resume 1330 Lessons resume 1330 Lessons resume 

1510 Home 1520 Home 1530 Home 

1520 
1620 

Clubs 
1520 
1620 

Clubs 
1530-
1630 

Clubs 

 

 

Extra-Curricular opportunities 

 

Activities are run both by members of the teaching staff or outside agencies. Any specialists and any 

voluntary helpers directly involved with children will be investigated by the Criminal Records Bureau under 

the School's Child Protection Policy. Club lists are updated and sent termly via Google Forms. Places are 

subject to availability.  

 

School Trips and Visits: Appropriate school trips and visits are arranged for each year group to enrich and 

enhance pupils understanding of the curriculum they follow.  Year 3 to 6 are provided the opportunity to 

take part in a residential trip.  

 

Visitors to School: We enjoy visits from performance groups, authors, parents and charity groups and 

others offering opportunities to widen the educational experience of pupils. 

 

Other Activities such as music lessons are arranged with peripatetic teachers and with the Head of Music. 

Children who need specialist support such as Speech and Language Therapists need to have these arranged 

with the SENCO. These usually take place during the school day, including during lesson times, and are 

undertaken on the understanding that children may miss other lessons as a result of their parents' choice to 

arrange such lessons. The costs for individual and small group tuition are met by the parents whose children 

are involved.  
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Resources 

 

As part of their monitoring and evaluation, subject specialists and class teachers will review the resources 

available for their class and complete a stationery order form to request additional resources. Allowances 

will be approved and finalised by the Head Teacher and Financial Controller before new resources and 

equipment are ordered.  

 

Review of curriculum 

 

With the approval of the the Head, discussion with the senior leadership team agrees on the curriculum 

development plan as outlined in the School Development Plan and the priorities for curriculum improvement. 

Approved by the Chair of the Advisory board. This results from the findings of annual monitoring of teaching 

and learning and the evaluation of pupils’ achievements as well as feedback from staff.  

The development plan identifies how information is to be gathered and how that information is to be used 

to inform strategic planning. The school's strengths and areas for development will be kept under constant 

review, as will areas for development and issues to be addressed by individual teachers, subject specialists 

and leaders, and the senior leadership team.  
 

 

 

 

 

This policy was reviewed and updated in May 2021. 

The next review will take place in September 2022 or in light of relevant regulatory changes. 

 

 

Signed: (Proprietor) 
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Appendix One: The structure and content of a Preparatory School curriculum  

 

Whilst The Study School has sought to innovate and take advantage of the flexibility in curriculum design 

afforded to the independent sector, we recognise that at its heart, a curriculum should provide pupil with a 

wide range of challenging learning experiences, taking account of the learning needs of all pupils and that 

effective teaching motivates and inspires all pupils to achieve their best work, to learn and make progress.  

 

Pupils should be given the opportunity to engage in activities and gain experiences in the following areas:     

• Linguistic- developing pupils’ communication skills and increasing their command of language through 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing; including lessons in written and spoken English. A modern 

foreign language is also taught as part of the curriculum. This relates to A1, A2, A3, A6, A8 from the ISI 

Inspection Framework.  

• Mathematical - developing pupils’ skills to make calculations, to understand and appreciate 

relationships and patterns in number and space and to develop their capacity to think logically and 

express themselves clearly. Their knowledge and understanding of mathematics should be developed 

in a variety of ways, including practical activity, exploration, and discussion. This relates to A1, A2, A4, 

A6, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework. 

• Scientific - increasing pupils’ knowledge and understanding of nature, materials, and forces and with 

developing the skills associated with science as a process of enquiry: for example, observing, forming 

hypotheses, conducting experiments, and recording their findings. This relates to A1, A2, A3, A5, A6, A8 

from the ISI Inspection Framework. 

• Technological- including the use of coding; information and communication technology (ICT); 

developing, planning, and communicating ideas; working with tools and equipment, materials, and 

components to produce good quality products; and evaluating processes and products. This relates to 

A1, A2, A5, A6, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework. 

• Human and social- concerned with people and their environment, and how human action, now and in 

the past, has influenced events and conditions, the subjects of history and geography make a strong 

contribution to this area. This relates to A1, A2, A3, A6, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework. 

• Physical- aims to develop the pupils’ physical control and co-ordination as well as their tactical skills and 

imaginative responses and to help them to evaluate and improve their performance. Pupils should also 

acquire knowledge and understanding of the basic principles of fitness and health. This relates to A2, 

A6, A7, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework, as well as P3 within the Personal Development 

Framework. 

• Aesthetic and creative- concerned with the processes of making, composing, and inventing. There are 

aesthetic and creative aspects of all subjects, but some make a particularly strong contribution, 

including art, music, dance, drama, and the study of literature, because they call for personal, 

imaginative, and often practical, responses. This relates to A1, A2, A6, A7, A8 from the ISI Inspection 

Framework, as well as P3 within the Personal Development Framework. 

• Religious Education- providing human and social education and promoting spiritual, moral, social, and 

cultural development. Programmes are developed to support tolerance and understanding and 

afforded to those with different religious beliefs and those without religious beliefs. This relates to A1, 

A2, A3, A6, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework, as well as P3 within the Personal Development 

Framework.  

• Society and Citizenship- concerned with preparation for pupils to take their place in society and to 

become good citizens who respect British values, the rule of law, democracy, tolerance, and respect. 

This relates to A1, A2, A6, A8 from the ISI Inspection Framework, as well as P4 within the Personal 

Development Framework. 


